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and there was too much of an air of busi
Hard Times.—High rentsand high pri
POLITICAL.
The Soldier’s Meeting.—William Henry
ness about him to allow a supposition that ces for every thing we eat and wear, are
Harrison and Solomon Van Rensselaer
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
he was not constantly engaged in it.
themes of universal complaint.
Bacon, THE GLOBE—GEN. HARRISON.
JAMES K. REMICH.
The winter of 1836 came ; but it bore a
The Globe has opened its batteries upon were simultaneously commissioned, by Gen
Officeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. different aspect from that of the preceding beef, veal, lamb, poultry, eggs, butter, and
Gen.
Harrison—an additional evidence that eral Washington, as Lieutenants in the same
all the little et ceterasof the table, are doub
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
year. Payments became due, banks slop le former prices ; not only double, but diffi his prospects are exciting alarm, in the camp Regiment, in the year 1791. They were
Two dollars per aunmn, if paid within the year.—
neither of them 20 years old. They met,
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which ped their discounts, paper laid over, the un cult to get at any price.
Under such cir of the spoilsmen.
remain unpaid at. the expiration of the year. No precedented circulation of 1835 gradually
It is alledged, by the Globe, that Gen. for the first time, with high hopes and burn
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub ceased, and the confidence of people ceased cumstances Economy should be the word
Harrison
so conducted, when Minister at ing patriotism, in the tented field under the
with
all
those
who
have
to
toil
for
a
liveli

lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
Many were the long hood. Cut down every useless expense and Columbia, as to make himself obnoxious to hero of Stony Point, Gen. Anthony Wayne.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for in the same ratio.
During the Indian wars these gallant young
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount visages in the streets of Bangor, but Stephen
useless indulgence ; get up an hour sooner the people of that country. I have a docu
charged for its insertion.
men fought side by side, each winning for
Skidd, Esq . drove his gig as usual.
ment
before
me
that
shows
the
falsity
of
this
in the morning, and go to bed an hour later
Not many months since a client of mine at night ; work in a little additional elbow allegation. Gen. McAffee, U. S. Charge himself a name of which their countrymen
. MISCELLANEOUS.
called and wished to know if I could collect grease during the day, and if blessed with ' at Columbia, writing to a friend in Ken are justly proud. At the close of the war
THE SPECULATOR;
a demand of his against Stephen Skidd for health, the poorest among us may soon bid tucky, from Bogota, under date, July 17, they retired from the army to the pursuits
of civil liberty. But the first approach of
money lent.
A VERY VERITABLE STORY.
defiance not only to high prices, scarcity of 1833, holds this language :
danger called them again to arms. Tn the
‘
Stephen
Skidd
!
won
’
t
he
pay
you
?
’
money, and prospective starvation, but in
44 This government is now in the hands of late war with Great Britain, Harrison and
In the year 1834, no man on the Penob
1 Pay me ! no.’
due time, to debts, and difficulties in the the Liberals, who are very friendly to the
scot was more respected among his acquain
Van Rensselaer were among the first in the
4 What’s the matter ?’
bargain. Live light and live cheap ; it is United States. I FIND THAT GEN.
tances, than Stephen Skidd of Bangor,
field, to render more service and to win
1
He
can
’
t
:
he
hasn
’
t
got
the
money.
’
easily done. Rice and molasses is an ad HARRISON STANDS VERY HIGH
Housewright. He was truly an estimable
‘ What ! have the hard times closed his mirable dish for children ; salt herrings for WITH THEM, AS THEY OFTEN fresh laurels. That war over, they again
man. Faithful, punctual, kind-hearted and
surrendered their commissions, and became
purse too ?’
breakfast or tea, three times a week, are en ENQUIRE AFTER HIM, AND EX
friendly, his neighbors were happy in his
Between these gallant,
4 Closed bis purse !
He never had any viable luxuries for grown folks, middlings ba PRESS THE HIGHEST RESPECT citizen soldiers.
acquaintance, and his employers felt that in
time-worn
Generals
the closest intimacy has
him their confidence was not misplaced. purse to close. The scamp isn’t worth a con and fried apples are both healthy and FOR HIM.”
existed for more than forty years. General
farthing
in
the
world
!
’
palatable, sturgeon stuffed and baked or
But there was destined to be a change in
When this was written there could be no Van Rensselaer is now in New York and
‘ You surprise me ! What has he done boiled plain isnassing good ; and veal shin
Stephen Skidd. Time makes great changes
reason
for speaking aught, except the truth, will to-morrow have the happiness of meet
with his $50,000 ?’
soup well mame is excellent. Then for side of Gen. Harrison. He was then a private ing the friend and companion of his youth.
in men, but the 4 times’ more. 4 The times’
4 He never had it, nor a tenth part of it.’ dishes, what can match well boiled or fried
were to make the change in Stephen.
He
citizen, a candidate for no office whatever. They have shed their blood “ to fill the
4 Where did he get his money then ? Hh potatoes, pickled beets, and onions, 4 smoth
had acquired a little property, sufficient with
1 he Globe accuses Gen. Harrison of en measures of their country’s glory.” And
has always paid up well—he must have had ered,’ not in ‘ cream,’ but in hot water and
the occasional use of his jack-plane and
gaging in speculations, the unfortunate re they have both lived to enjoy the warmest
something.’
drawn butter ? A dozen other little knickhandsaw to make him very comfortable
He got it by borrowing. He borrowed knackeries might be named, but these will sult of which made him poor; and the Re manifestation of their country’s honor and
through life. He had got through the year
of one friend to pay another, and as he al suffice for the present. So much for cheap publican of this .city, republishes the accu gratitude.—Albany Evening Journal.
1834, and the year 1835 dawned upon the
sation. Gen. Harrison never engaged in
same upright Stephen Skidd, with all its ways paid punctually, he continued to keep summer living ; now for cheap wearing.
Gen. Harrison and Simon Snider.—Aspeculation.
He held a good real estate,
Brush up and repair the old shoes and
plans and schemes and speculations, and up his credit, until his friends found it diffi
cult to get enough for themselves.
Then stockings ;‘ptill the faded waistcoats out of increasing in value, and therefore had credit. mong the innumerable testimonies borne bv
still the jack-plane and handsaw performed
His public spirit induced him to engage that Congress, the State Legislatures, Municipal
their usual offices.
His was a sure and not being able to borrow, he of course was the closet and try them on again; they don’t credit, in the first attempts at building up Corporations, Statesmen, Heroes and Pat
honest way of getting a livelihood, and he not able to pay, and now it is ascertained look so well as new to be sure, but they fit manufactures in Cincinnati.
As was too riots to the gallantry and consummate milita
that he is worse than nothing.’
loosely and pleasantly ; besides they are generally the case, in these first attempts, ry prowess of the glorious Harrison at the
was satisfied with it.
Soon the startling
4 But did he make nothing by his great paid for. Get last year’s summer coat from
news burst upon his ear, that his next door
there was a failure, after incurring heavy ex Victory of the Thames, the following extract
the garret, have the elbows patched, missing penses. Gen. Harrison’s share of the loss from Gov. Snider’s Message to the Legisla
neighbor had made a thousand dollars in a speculation ?’
4 That! was only a six months bond! buttons replaced, the dust brushed off, the
speculation. He thought of it—but the
ture of Pennsylvania, Dec. 10, 1813, will
He thought he should be able to sell the grease spots taken out, and slip it on ; then exceeded thirty thousand dollars, to pay'
jack-plane and the handsaw kept on.
Di
which, hesacrificed a portion of his real es not prove least acceptable to Pennsylvani
land
at
an
advance.
He
was
told
so.
His
have the old hat brushed and ironed up, tate, that is now worth more than one hun ans. See Duane’s weekly Aurora of Dec.
rectly another neighbor made fifteen hun
dred dollars. He thought more of this—but speculating friends thought so, and reported and look in the glass at yourself, reader, and dred thousand dollars. He lent his name as 21 st, 1813, page 270:
still the jack-plane and the handsaw did not the story of his having made a fortune. Af see how you like your personal appearance. endorser, to a friend, and was thus subjected
“ The blessings” said Simon Snider,
ter it had once got wind, there was no great The patches on the elbow are objectiona
tl of thousands of women and children res
stop. At length, the news came to him that
to
pay
a
very
considerable
sum,
which
com

another neighbor, the reputation of whose difficulty in getting it of desirable dimen ble ; true they are not very sightly, but pelled him to sell a part of his home farm. cued from the scalping knife of the ruth
sions. Skidd was reported to be worth which is the best, a patch on" the elbow of
brains was none of the best, had made three
He was security for his son, as Receiver of less savage of the wilderness, and from the
$50,000, but I don’t believe in all the six your coat by a tailor, or a tap on vour
thousand dollars ! From that moment the
Public Monies, at Vincennes. This young still more savage Proctor, Qj^rest on
jack-plane and the handsaw kept Sunday ev months he had a single offer for the bond.’ shoulder by a sheriff’s officer ?
gentleman was wheedled, by n public man, Harrison and his gallant army” ! ! !
4 \ ou surprise me !
But his property
Petersburgh Constellation.
ery day in the week. Stephen Skidd was
to Joan him a considerable sum. The bor
before he turned speculator—what has be
of earthly mould, and although he had a
Honorable Testimony.—We have re
rower failed.
General Harft’son assumed
come of that ?’
To Mothers.—The painful operation of the whole loss, at once relieving the other ceived the subjoined note from the gentle
comfortable portion of this world’s goods,
4 Oh, the most of that went to pay for his drawing milk from the breast, in the ab
he was not so absolutely void of this world’s
securities. The government gave him time man whose name is subscribed to it. Here
bond ; and the balance would not go far to sence of infantine action, may be obviated
affections, as to deem an addition to his
to make the payment. This is the true his tofore the most abundant and conclusive tes
pay his travelling and other extravagant ex by the following process—take a thick and
stock a thing not to be sought after ; partic
tory of Gen. Harrison’s embarrassments. timony has been borne to Gen. Harrison’s
penses.’
heavy pint decanter, fill it with hot water ; They originated, not in grasping speculation, prowess and military virtues, as well as
ularly if it could be obtained, as one of our
4 But his business.
You know it has as soon as the glass becomes hot, pour off
good old ministers says, 4 free cost.’
He
but in public spirit, and in a noble generos private amiability and civic services, by
been said that he was constantly occupied the water, and apply the mouth ofthe dethose who acted with him ; we now bring
ity, the characteristics of his whole life.
therefore may be considered as now labor
the last season.’
canter, as warm as it can be borne, close
forward the evidence of one who in the ca
ing under the speculating fever. With the
Cincinnati Gazette.
4 He was constantly occupied driving a- to the nipple, exposing the body of the de
pacity of an enemy experienced his valor,
assistance of his neighbors, he made an op
bout doing nothing. 'l don’t believe that he canter to the atmosphere. As it cools, the
eration by which he realized an hundred
Anecdote of General Harrison.—On and as his prisoner shared his clemency and
did five hundred dollars worth of business air within becomes condensed, and the milk
Friday last, we heard an anecdote, from an kindness. Those who know Mr. Joynt
dollars. In another operation soon after he
the past year.’
is extracted to fill up the vacuum with facil eminently respectable officer of General will recognize him as a gentleman of unspot
made fifty dollars.
Poor Skidd was now
4 I told my friend that he knew more a- ity.
Harrison, which we commend to the con ted reputation—those who do not may de
completely up. The fever grew high upon
bout Stephen Skidd than I did, but Stephen
him. If small sums could be obtained so
sideration of all who affect to doubt the old pend upon the truth of his statement. He
might make another speculation next fever.
Laughable Accident.—A ludicrous fy- hero’s personal courage. The incident al was a Major in the British service, during
easily, why could not large sums be had in
1 his he thought rather a poor consolation,
the rune way ? He was among the specu
pographical error occurred a short time luded to occurred during one of the Gener the early part of the late war ; but smitten
for the cholera and yellow fever must have since in a printing office where two papers al’s sanguinary conflicts with the British and with the love of liberty, became and contin
lators from morning to night, and half the
their time first.
are published, the one orthodox and the oth Indians. Whilst the combat was raging the ues to be a free citizen of the United States.
night. His lessons were taken at the Ban
*
*
*
*
#
er Unitarian. A column of polemical mat Commander-in-chief found himself called His note reads as follows :
gor House, and Exchange ; and at last his
Mr. Skidd, before he became a specula ter intended for the first, was inserted in the
from his position to another part of the
mind became so filled with Townships,
YORK, SEPT. 13, 1836.
Numbers and Ranges, that I really believe it tor, was a consistent member of a church, other, and its place supplied by an equal battle field. Followed by some of his offi
Dear Sir, Having observed with regret
but now------------- j do not think the
quantity of equally disputatious matter in cers he hastened to his post of duty. On the means made use of to undervalue the
was frequently the case, as was said, that he
spirit of speculfition is hardly consistent tended for its opposite neighbor. The er his way, turning an abrupt corner, he came
could not be in a room where a map of
abilities of William Henry Harrison as a
with the spirit of Christianity.
ror was not discovered until the papers suddenly upon an enemy, who held a drawn General, and as a man of distinguished
Maine hung, but his finger would inadver
Maine Monthly.
were all put in circulation.
This was as sword, and was in the very act of applying qualifications, I feel it my duty to observe,
tently point towards it, whatever might be
rare a specimen of liberality as religious a lighted match to a piece of artillery, that in the late war bi^ween the United States
the subject upon which he was conversing.
Rad Road across the Isthmus of Pana newspapers ever displayed towards each would have carried destruction through the
At length it was reported that Stephen
and England, I hM a full opportunity af
American lines. Quicker than thought the forded me of becoming acquainted with the
Skidd had made a great speculation. 4 How ma.—Colonel Charles Biddle, a citizen of other.— Transcript.
the United States, in conjunction with a few
General’s sword leaped from its scabbard public as well as private character of this
great?’ was the inquiry.
‘$10,000!’—4 What, Stephen Skidd !’ 4 20,000 1’ ‘ 50,- capitalists in this country, have obtained
Cure for the corns.—We are told that and gleamed like a flame in the air, as he great and good man—and I do in the most
000 !’ and somesaid ‘ $100,000 !’
1 ’Pon the contract for this road which promises if the thick green leaf of the prickley pear, a rushed, in advance of his comrades,, like
___a positive manner assert that the charges
my honor ! what, Stephen Skidd !’ Final completed, to be of immense importance to plant cultivated in gardens and in boxes, &c. l'ger uPon the foe. The soldier let his weap- brought forward by hiOenemies are untrue.
ly public opinion settled down upon $50,- our commerce, and to the whole world. It is a complete cure for corns upon the toes, on fall from one hand, and his torch from I had the honor wO^everal other British
000, and Stephen Skidd was worth Fifty must become in a few years, the highway of eradicating them in a surprisingly short the other, and shrinking to the ground, call soldiers of being the^risoner of Gen. Har
nations to the Pacific Ocean, and will ena
Thousand Dollars.
time. They will, however, of course not ed piteously for quarter. Our informant rison at the Battle of the Thames, and it
ble our whaling ships to make their return
Stephen Skidd was now another man.
44 stay cured” if a fashionable tight shoe or says, a The cries of the abject wretch for was acknowledged by both Americans and
every
six
months,
instead
of
three
years,
as
Mr. Skidd, dear reader. Shall I introduce
boot is worn. The fashionable shoes, es mercy as be cowered beneath the arm of British, that the defeat of Proctor was ow
well as save a dangerous voyage around
Io your acquaintance Mr. Skidd, Esq. ?
pecially those for ladies, are not now made the General seem still ringing in my ears.” ing to the superior and distinguished gener
Cape Horn.
That lady, sir, in that beautiful phaeton
of the size or shape of a human foot. They If the vilifiers of the old veteran doubt these alship of William Henry Harrison which
facts, let them make enquiry of Mr. Cham exceeded that of the General who commancU
drawn by two white horses, is iMrs. Stephen
Fashion in Dress.—A great reform is ta are a sort of barbarous contrivance to make
Skidd.
bers, Member of Congress from this Slate. ed the army of the enemy. I am happy to
king place in fashionable dress.
All the cripples.—Augusta Jour.
He witnessed the whole scene.
That gentleman in the gig, on the Old
add that I am an American citizen and hope
world is in a state of revolution — why not
Town road, is Mr. Skidd himself. Nobody
Louisville Jour.
to die one. Yours, with respect,
Stop
the
Pig.
—
We
notice
an
advertise

the ladies ? The huge sleeves are disap
tracks a whip over a better horse’s back,
G. J. Joynt.
pearing—the ungainly bust resuming its nat ment in an exchange paper, wherein one
lhan Mr. Skidd. He qsually drives to Old
Why is Gen. Harrison so popular in the
Mr. Pig speaks of his wife’s having eloped
ural form.
A correspondent of the New York Star,
Town—twelve miles—in from half to three
We sincerely West ? See here.
Oh ! for the days of nature uncontamina from his bed and board.
-quarters of an hour. He must be doing an ted by art.
“ Gen. Harrison is sure to get the votes relates the following capital anecdote of
hope Mrs. Pig will go back to her liege
General Harrison, which occurred in Phila
extensive business. He is at the Mill Dam
At a vei^ splendid wedding party given lord, and make the sty comfortable for the of the whole valley of the Mississippi. And delphia on Sunday :
or at Old Town once a day at least, when
why
should
he
not?
What
has
Martin
Van
the other week in Broadway, tight sleeves old grunter and their little porkers. When
he is not gone to Portland or Boston, which
Buren done for the yeomanry of the West ?
Some person recommended the General
and delicate long waists, shewing the con a woman marries a hog she ought to make
is about once a fortnight. Didn’t you see
up her mind to go the entire swine.—Pearl. What has General Harrison not done? He to go to the Presbyterian Church in the
tour
of
the
full
shape,
their
first
appearance.
him last year at the Cumberland House ?
has been the making ofthe western country ; morning, and the Methodist in the afternoon,
The bnde looked like a perfect angel—
What, not Mr. Skidd ?
Stephen Skidd,
he
was the father of the liberal system, by thinking it might be a matter of policy to
More new States coming.—Two more
standing gracefully in the centre of a groupe
Esq. ?
Didn’t you see him in Middle
of bride’s maids, like Venus in the midst of States, Iowa and Wisconsin, making twenty which the active and enterprising sons of the court all sects as Mr. Van Buren has done,
Street ? No man cut a greater loon than
the Graces, she received her company one eight, are talked of for admission into the East and of the South ha ve been enabled to by cultivating the Pope and the Mormons—
he did. I should have thought you would
Union. They are at present comprised settle on the fertile lands of the West.__ and as .Mr. Vanderpoel, his friend, had done
by one, pair by pair, groupe by groupe.
have noticed him.
The old fashioned dress is decidedly the within the territory of Wisconsin, and con Without the far reaching policy of Gen. by wishing to make it appear that Mr. Van
The confidence in Mr. Skidd—except aBuren has a pew in every church from the
most engaging and enchanting to the eye. tain a population of 50,000, of which the Harrison, the great West would now be
mong the 1 knowing ones’—was unlimited.
In Broadway the long waist and tight Iowa country contains 25 or 30,000.— comparatively a wilderness, and those vast hi^h seat of the Quaker meeting house to
His former upright character clung to him.
sleeves are equally graceful and pleasing. The latter tract lies west of the Mississippi, tracts which at present furnish sustenance to the Shaker’s conventicle at Niskiuna. Gen.
He borrowed and paid punctually ; accom
The nearer dress approaches the natural fe and is 450 miles in length, including the millions, would have been lying idle in the Harrison, whois an episcopalian, and whose
modated by his name and was accommoda
male form, so much the more graceful and head ofthe Mississippi, called Itasca. Plen hands of the monopolists. Who can be so wife was a presbyterian, has been in the
ted in return, and every thing went on com
ty of room for new States still west of Iowa. fool-hardy as to enquire 44 what has Harrison habit of going to the former church in the
enchanting it is.—N. Y- Herald.
fortably with him to the eyes of the world.
done for his country ?’?
morning and the latter in the afternoon.
1 will not say that no jealous eyes were cast
To the suggestion made above, he relumed
Washington Mirror.
A Gentle Hint.—A sportsman, who dur
Fluvianna Anecdote.—Gen. Harrison
towards him, or that detraction withheld its
the following admirable reply, so different in
ing the shooting season had gone to pass a was received wtlh enthusiasm at Columbia,
breath from his character ; for no name was
The Clinton Missisippi Gazette confi its frankness and spirit from the non-com
week with a friend in the country, on the the old military station ofthe Point of Fork.'
ever so fair as to be entirely free from its
mittal system of Van Buren : “ Sir, when I
strength of a general invitation, soon found, At night, the citizens procured a tar barrel, dently asserts that not half a dozen counties,
imputations.
go
to church, I go to worship God not for
in
the
whole
State
can
be
induced
to
sustain
by a gentle hint, that he would have done and several of them proceeded to light it
Mr. Van Buren.
objects of policy.”
The summer and fall of 1835, passed a- better to wait for a special one.
44 I saw with candles. At the moment of ignition,
way, and Mr. Skidd had been apparently some beautiful scenery,” was the visiter’s
Several new papers have been started at
John Green, Esq. heretofore an influen
driven with business.
Although his wife first remark,li as I came to-day by the up out popped a snake, which had found resi
dashed extravagantly, he never was seen per road.” 44 You will see still finer,” was dence in the barrel ! It was pursued with tial Jackson man in Kent county, Delaware, 'the West, to advocate the election of Gen.
shouts of Van Buren ! Van Buren ! here he
Harrison.
engaged in amusements of any kind. If he the
the reply,
reply, “ as you go back to-morrow by goes ! put it to him ! amidst an uproar of has ordered the Van Burenites to strike his
4rove a handsome horse, he drove it fast ; | the lower
name from their ticket as a candidate for
The candid Van Buren men concede
mirth and applause.—Richmond Whigthe Assembly.
Ohjp to the whigs.
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Col. M’Kune, a veteran of the last war, re
STATE OF MAINE.
siding in Muskingum county, addressed a let
FOREIGN N EWS
MAIL ARTICLES
BY THE GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF
ter to the Zanesville Gazette, which appeared
A PROCL,AMATI01s"‘”!'
From Europe.—Accounts are received [Correspondence of the Fredericksburg, (Virgin
CALUMNY REFUTED.
in that paper of Wednesday last. He says :
ia) Arena] e
As the Tory journals in this State and; —“ In the first attack by the British upon from Madrid to Sept. 1. News was receiv
FOR A DAY OF PUBLIC PRAISE AND
LATEST FROM FLORIDA.
elsewhere, continue to assail the political Fort Meigs, in 1813, the Americans fought ed there on the 30th of August, which
GIVING,
Fort Heileman, (Florida) Sept. 27character of the il people’s candidate,” by outside the Fort. I commanded at one of caused a good deal of alarm, that the troops
The abounding goodness of God to A
There are now at this post about 150 people of this State during the past v
asserting that he was t( a black cockade the gates of the Fort, and PERSONALLY of Don Carlos, under Gomez, in considerFederalist,” and a supporter of the alien and HELPED Gen. HARRISON OVER THE ble force, were in the neighborhood of Gua men only, fit for duty, out of eleven com calls for fervent and united expression •
PICKETS, and SAW him commanding his
Of 90 men who composed the gratitude, and it is both our duty and *01
sedition laws under the administration of men IN PERSON, and on FOOT, appa dalajara, only 30 miles from Madrid. Gen. panies.
Lopez, one of the best of the Queen’s Gen company of dragoons to which I am attach privilege as a Christian people 10 pMS( *
the elder Adams, and attempt to sustain this rently fearless of danger.”
notorious falsehood by the publication of a
Such evidence as the foregoing, is suffi- erals, met Gomez with 2000 men and was ed, there are only ten able to do duty ; nor contemplate the manifold gifts of p •
Other troops from will they be able to take the field for sever derice, and to express in a public maniw T
garbled extract from certain remarks which cient to refute volumes of slander, proceeding ’ decisively defeated.
he offered in reply to Mr. Randolph, in the froni^ fireside _heroes,__ WHO NEVER ! Madrid marched against Gomez, and he af- al months to come, being entirely broken grateful homage due to our Divine Be
retreated.
__ ___ i......
........ ...
The British legion re down. Instead of being able to make a factor.
United States Senate, about ten years since, SMELT GUN-POWDER, or were witbin terwards
.
e°e’
it seems due to the calumniated patriot, as hundreds ofmiles of danger, in the course of mained inactive for want of money. The summer campaign, the men are unable to
I
do,
therefore,
with
the
advice
and
new Spanish Ministry were raising funds by stand the climate when stationary ; instead sent of the Council, appoint Thursday n’
well as to the cause of truth, that the part of the last war.—Ohio People's Press.
a forced loan. The troops of Lopez, con of being able to advance into the enemy’s first day of December next, to be obsLI
his speech which has been thus misrepre
The Petticoat Slander Nailed.—The petti
Mi throughout this State, as a day of Z?
sented should be made public, in order to coat slander has been nailed to the counter sisted of the mutinous troops of La Granja, country, we have had to retrograde.
place the candor and honesty of his accu by the delegation of the County of Ross at which forced the Queen to swear to the con canopy was abandoned in consequence of praise AND thanksgiving, and the mj/
sers in their true light. It is as follows : — the great Ohio Whig State Young Men’s stitution. Nearly the whole of them were its breaking down the men escorting wagon tersand people of every religious denomi'
Convention, the largest meeting ever held in taken prisoners, including the general.— trains laden with provisions. We have had
Sciota ( Ohio) Journal.
nation are requested to assemble on th
the State. Win. M’Carrill, Henry M’Land The artillery was also taken, and several to fall upon Black Creek, to which place day in th< ir several places of public worsi
In the course of this debate, Mr. Harri burg, Richard K. M ossie, Nafh’l Mossie,
provisions can be brought in steamboats.— and engage devoutly in this interesiinJ’
officers were killed.
son said, that he could not refrain from Win. Strong and John Tarlton, a committee
Gen. Alava, the Spanish Minister at Par Gen. Scott has been censured for not carry vice.
s r'
making his acknowledgments to the gentle of 151 delegates of Ross County, (of which
is, had sent to his government, by an ex ing on the campaign during the summer ;
Let our hearts kindle with gratitude
man from Virginia, for the notice he had | Chillicothe is the principal town) have pubit would have been absurd to attempt it. the survey of our civil and religious ’Ou
been pleased to take of him. He had been ! Wished a certificate, in which they say they traordinary courier, a formal refusal to sub
mit io the orders which he had received from He did all that any General could under the social and domestic enjoyments
that
pleased to say, that in the administration ofi
M. Calatrava to take the oath to the consti same circumstances.
citizens generally have been favored Z
Mr. Adams, I was a federalist ; and he foundation for the story that the ladies of
The nature of the country was the great health
Chillicothe ever proposed to present Gen. tution of 1812, and loadminister it to the
that no hostile invader has been
comes to that conclusion from the course Harrison with a petticoat, on account of his
subjects of her Catholic Majesty in Paris. cause of his failure. He bad to contend suffered to disturb our peace;—that th
pursued by me in the session of 1799 -1800. order to Croghan ; and they are satisfied that
The Secretary, all the persons employed in against the obstacles which nature threw in earth, refreshed by the showers of Heave*
At that session the gentleman and myself; the story is utterly false, and that nothing like
the embassy, and the Consul residing at his way, and not against the Indians who and the mild influences of the sun }/
met for the first time—he in the station of J it ever transpired. They are urged to make
hover about, deliver their fire, and fly off, yielded her increase ;—that our comn^
Paris, had signified a similar refusal.
Representative from Virginia, and I in the this statement by the ladies of Chillicothe,
The French government has recently without the possibility of getting at them. and all the various departments of industry
more humble one of Delegate from the who are not willing to rest under the impu
provided a liberal establishment of steam They have trails through their immense have been prospered ;—that the interestsof
North-Western Territory. Having no vote tation of such an indelicate and odious cal
boats for the navigation of the Mediterrane hammocks, with which they are familiar, education have been uniformly advancing»
umny .—Kennebec Journal.
I did not think it proper to take part in the
an, which will maintain a system of regular and in this way they barrass us with impu and above all, that we are still enlightened
discussion of any of the great political ques
Catching at Straws.—The tories are now communication between all the principal nity. General Jackson never advanced into
by the bright beams of the Sun of Righte.
tions which divided the two parties. My telling a story that Gen. Harrison was a can
ports of that inland sea, from Marseilles to the hammocks ; be never penetrated farther ousness, while multitudes of our race are en
business was to procure the passage of the didate for Governor in 1820, and received
Constantinople, touching at Leghorn, Civi- than the Suwanee river, and be had friendly veloped in thick moral darkness.
bills which I had introduced for the benefit only 4,348 votes. This is all fudge. He was
ta Vecchia, Naples, Messina, Malta, Syra, Indians who could ferret out the hostiles,
And while we commemorate with thanks,
of the people I represented. The gentle not a candidate, but some scattering votes
and Smyrna ; and from Athens to Alexan so that he could get at them. A new cam giving these testimonials of God’s goodness
man had no means of knowing my political were thrown for him. He was then in the
dria. The two lines will meet on fixed paign is about to open, but no one can an let us acknowledge with deep humility ouj
principles, unless he obtained them in pri U. S. Senate. Some scattering votes were
afterwards thrown for him, in 1831, for a dates at Syra. The passages will be made ticipate the result. There are about 3000 own unworthiness, and in the name of our
vate conversation. As I was upon terms of seat in the Legislature, and this too they
Gen. Call has Redeemer present our petitions for a con.
in such periods that a letter may be des men now in the territory.
intimacy with the gentleman, it is very prob have paraded in the same way.—ib.
patched from Marseilles to Constantinople, advanced as far as the Suwanee, with the tinuance of divine favors. In his name
able that he might have heard me express
and an answer received on the 29th day. brigade of Tennesseeans, and the militia of “ let us come boldly to the Throne of
sentiments favorable to the then Administra
Biographies of Harrison.—It is singular
The fare from Marseilles to Constantinople West Florida, making 1900 men. Gen. Grace,” and pray for the richest blessings,
tion. I certainly felt them—so far at least that the two leading biographies of Gen.
will be 540 francs for the first class of ac Jessup is advancing from Tampa Bay with both temporal and spiritual, to descend up.
as to the course pursued by it in relation to Harrison are both by Van Buren men. One
commodations, and 325 francs for the sec about 800 regulars and 600 Indians, while on our State and Nation ;—-especially, thai
by
Dawson,
was
written
15
or
16
years
ago.
the government of France.
Nor said Mr.
ond ; and for parts of the voyage one franc Major Pierce, the commanding officer at this a healthful moral influence may extend
H., was I unsupported in that opinion by The other by Judge Hall of Cincinnati, has
been very recently written, and with a view and 60 centimes per league. From Athens Fort, will advance, soon, with about 200 through the length and breadth of our land,
those who had a right to control my actions to prepare the Van Buren party of Ohio to
to Alexandria the fare will be 170 francs regulars, and form a junction with Gen. Call and that our favored country may shine
if not my opinions. In no part of the coun receive Harrison as the Jackson candidate
at Camp King.
and 100 francs.
forth among the nations conspicuous in ho
try were those measures more decidedly ap for the Presidency 1—When the Whigs of
Accounts had been received from the
liness, and be eminently instrumental in
probated than by my immediate constitu Ohio took up Harrison, Hall passed over to
[From the Jacksonville Courier, Sept. 29.]
Euphrates expedition, which stated that the
communicating throughout the world the
ents, the Legislature of the North-Western Van Buren, and was rewarded by being
steamboat Tigris, which lately sunk in a
From Florida.— Gov. Call has made a knowledge of the true God and our Saviour
Territory ; as the address of that body to the made Cashier of the Pet Bank in Cincinnati.
storm, had been recovered, without having requisition on the States of Georgia and Jesus Christ.
N.
K
Express.
President will show.
But sir (said Mr.
sustained any material injury.
Another South Carolina, for volunteers or militia, to
And the people of this State are requestH.,) my opposition to the alien and sedi
Gen. Harrison, in the different treaties he account states that the Euphrates was ex be sent immediately to Florida.
He ex ed to abstain from such labor and recreation
tion laios ivas so well known in the Terri
made with the Indians, acquired for the Uni pected to reach Bussorah by the end of pects to have upwards of 6000 men in the
as are inconsistent with the devotional ser
tory, that a promise was extortedfrom me ted States, about sixty millions of acres of
June.
field, in twenty days.
vices of the day.
by my friends in the Legislature, by which land. In all these treaties, not a single stip
Mr. Istnritz, the late Spanish Minister,
Given at the Council Chamber, in Au
I was elected, that I would express no ulation or grant was made in favor of him
Maria Monk.—We stated a few days
had arrived in England by way of Lisbon.
gusta, this 7th day of October, in the
opinions in Philadelphia, which were in self.
since,
on
the
authority
of
a
Montreal
paper,
Mr. Green made an ascent in his mam
year of our Lord one thousand eight
THE LEAST CALCULATED TO DEFEAT THE
that William L, Stone, the able editor of the
“ The Petticoat Hero."—This is a favorite moth balloon from Vauxhall Gardens on the
hundred and thirty-six, and in the sixIMPORTANT OBJECTS WITH WHICH I WAS
Il is thus 9lh. He was accompanied by eight per N. Y. Commercial Advertiser, had lately
ty-first year of the Independence of
charged.
As I had no vote, I was not phrase with the Van Buren men.
visited the Hotel Dieu Convent at Montre
the United States of America.
called on to express my sentiments in the insinuated that the soldier who led our ar sons, viz : Mr. Hildyard, Capt. Currie, Mr.
mies to battle, who was in more engagements Holland, Mrs. Green, Miss Green, Mr. E. al, *and expressed an opinion that the publi
ROBERT P. DUNLAP,
House. The Republican party were all in than any other of our Major Generals, and
cation
of
Maria
Monk
was
a
gross
imposi

By the Governor :
favor of the measure I wished to have a- who never sustained a defeat, is a coward.— Gye, Mr. Hughes and Mr. James Green,
tion. In the Commercial of last Saturday,
Asaph R. Nichols, Sec’y of Slate.
dopted. But the Federalists were the ma The Tories of ’76 called George Washington a making a party of nine in all. They as
cended rapidly in presence of an immense the editor gives a very full and interesting
jority. Prudence, therefore, and my doty coward.
number of spectators, to a height of two and narrative of his visit, and the circumstances
OFFICAL RETURNS OF THE
to my constituents, rendered it proper that
attending it, all which we presume, must VOTES FOR MEMBERS OF CONGHESS.
Petticoat slander doubly nailed.—In addi a half miles. The atmosphere below was
J should refrain from expressing sentiments
bring conviction to the minds of his readers
York District.
which would injuriously affect their interests, tion to the certificate of the delegation from cloudy, but they had not ascended more
that the 4 Awful Disclosures’ of Maria
than
three-fourths
of
a
mile
before
they
Ross
county
in
the
Ohio
State
Convention,
a
John Fairfield,
3991 chosen.
and which, if expressed, could not hifve the
Monk, a book which has made n© little
Horace Porter,
2457
least influence upon the decision of Con considerable number of the elderly and most found themselves in a brilliant sunshine.
respectable citizens of Chillicothe have sign They floated first to the east and then to noise throughout the country, is a most base
Scattering,
1
gress.
ed their names to a paper declaring, that the the southeast, and descended near the vil and impudent fabrication—got up probably
Cumberland Distinct. No ehoict.
story that the ladies of that town once propo lage of Cliff« in Kent, where they slept. for the purpose of making money, by impo
F. O. J. Smith,
3931
Appeal to Young Men.—We extract the
sed to present a petticoat to Gen. Harrison, is
James Brooks,
3478
Mr.
following from a spirit-stirring appeal made a base falsehood and that nothing of the kind The party were much delighted by their sing on the credulity of the public.
Scattering,
480
Stone concludes his interesting narrative in
excursion.
by a Committee of the whigs of Cincinnati, ever occurred.—Ken. Journal.
Kennebec and Somerset Districi.
Mr. Graham made an ascent on the 6th the following words.—Merc. Jour.
to the Young Men, who have every thing
George Evans,
4304 chosen.
at stake, from every part of the Union :
“ But I weary in the exposure of impos
Maryland.—The Petersburg Intelligencer in a violent thunder shower. He described
Amos Nourse,
3446
44 We.who are now in the meridian of in commenting on the conduct of the sece the trip as extremely grand, from the ex sibilities. Nor is it necessary to proceed
Scatt.
8
life would fain transmit to you, Young Men, ding members of the Maryland College of traordinary appearance of the clouds, and farther with them. I might indeed write a
Oxford District.
Electors
asks
the
following
pertinent
ques

the
flashes
of
vivid
lightning,
which
were
volume as large as her own, in the expo
and through you to your children, the sacred
4165 chosen.
Timothy J. Carter,
tion :—
visible far beneath him. He was obliged to sure of the multitudinous inconsistencies and
Oliver Herrick
2397
inheritan&i which we have received from
Elected
under
the
present
Constitution
how
bale
the
water
out
of
his
car,
owing
to
the
our fathers^- But this, without your aid, we
contradictions of the awful disclosures, but
Scatt.
393
can they have the effrontery to refuse to com
cannot do. We are passing into the de ply with its requisitions ? They were not se torrents of rain which fell. He ascended 4 the game would not be worth the candle.’
Lincoln District. No chaict.
5570
Whole number
cline of life. Death is daily thinning our lected by the people of Maryland to point more than three miles, and at the greatest —And besides, with the ample refutation I
Necessary for a choice 2786
have given, the great and essential features
ranks, and we must soon leave our places to out the defects in the State Constitution, but altitude found the cold very intense.
The Thames Tunnel now advances at of her work, the minor and less important
2483
Jonathan Cilley,
you. Even now you hold a great majority to execute an important political trust recog
2766
Jeremiah Bailey,
of the votes. The power is in your hands nised and enjoined by its provisions. Yet it the rate of 4^ feet a week. More than 700 fabrications fall to the ground of course. I
321
Scatt.
— and if you neglect yofir duty as freemen, would s(^m, by their own confession, that feet out of I 300, are now completed. The will now therefore close this protracted nar
they
have
been
guilty
of
the
indescribable
Penobscot
and
Somerset
District.
Nodwia.
weekly
progress
will
soon
be
increased
to
8
rative by expressing my deliberate and sol
or use your power to*sanclion the corrupt,
meanness of accepting a trust, which they or 9 feet. There was lately a meeting of emn opinion, founded not only on my own
9434
Whole number
the debasing doctrine, ‘ that offices are cre
intended basely to betray, Such is the effect .i----------- •
__j -------------- ------ given
Necessary for a choice 4718
careful examination, but upon the firmest
ated for the benefit of the incumbents’— of party discipline ; such the glorious results the proprietors, and assurances were
Thomas Davee,
4658
that
the
work
will
be
completed.
convictions of nearly the entire population
4 that they are the Animate spoils of vic of “ the tactics of the New York School,”
3731
John S. Tenney,
tory,' and as such aWj|) be’wrested from the such the fruits ofVan Burenism.
of
Montreal
—
embracing
the
great
body
of
Steam Plough.—At the meeting of an
956
James Bates,
vanquished and given to the victors—that all
Agricultural Society in East Suffolk, Eng- the most intelligent evangelical Christians,
89
Scatt.
44 Waking up the wrong passenger."— land, Lord Henniker stated that a steam THAT MARIA MONK IS AN AR Hancock and Washington District.
the patronage of the government, all the
revenues of the nation, are to be converted Mr. William Bretney, a friend of General plough was in use in Lincolnshire, which RANT IMPOSTOR, AND HER BOOK
5912
Whole number
ESSENTIAL FEA
into one immense fund for bribing the peo Jackson and a supporter of his election in would plough 8 acres, and harrow 30 acres IN ALL ITS
Necessary for a choice 2957
TURES, A TISSUE OF CALUMNIES.
ple, purchasing their votes, and rewarding 1832, requests an Ohio paper to say, that per day.
2401
Timothy Pilsbury,
However guilty the Catholics may be in
2163
the exertions of unprincipled demagogues— his appointment as a delegate to the Van
Frederick Hobbs,
Corn
(i
e.
wheat)
in
Germany
has
already
1308
Anson G. Chandler,
that the most glaring official misconduct Buren Young Men’s Convention at Colum risen 30 per eent. on the presumed failure ef other respects, or in other countries, as a
40
Scatt.
man of honor and professor of Protestant
shall not be corrected, and that even inqui bus, was without his knowledge or consent the crops in the United States.
faith, I MOST SOLEMNLY BELIEVE
Waldo District. Ab choice.
ry into the most abominable corruptions and contrary to his wishes; that he has no
4739
THAT THE PRIESTS AND NUNS
Whole number
shall be stifled—that the office-holders may friendship for Van Buren ; that he believes
From Brazil.—Rio Janeiro papers of the
Necessary for a choice 2370
perpetuate their power and their oppression, him to be an intriguer and therefore a dis 14th August contain intelligence of the res ARE INNOCENT IN THIS MATTER.
2045
Alfred Marshall,
William L. Stone.
by dictating to the people who they shall honest man.
toration of tranquility in the city and prov
1206
Philip Morrill,
New York, Oct. 8,1836.
elect to the most important stations—if thus
ince of Para, and of the re-establishment of
1295
Hugh J. Anderson,
Significant Sign.—The collector of the
you act, the form of our blessed Constitution
the authority of the Imperial Government of
193
Scatt.
The
National
(Philadelphia)
Gazette
Port
of
Buffalo,
New
York,
one
of
the
ear

may indeed be retained, but its spirit will
Brazil.
says,
this
morning
the
church
of
St.
Mary
’
s
be gone forever—like the fabled apples of liest political friends of General Jackson,
Register of Deeds.—The votes for Regi^
Sodom, it may appear fair without, but with- who gave him the only electoral vote he re
From Para. — Captain Weldon, of brig in Fourth street, was entered and robbed of of Deeds for Somerset county were coonte
ceived in that State in 1824, has declared in Roarer, who sailed from Para on the 15th several of the sacred vessels of the altar, a by the Comity Commissioners last w®e
h>4ill will be corrupt, dust and ashes.
Arouse ! then, Young Men, and with all favor of Gen. Harrison.
of September, reports that the interior of the small amount of silver coin, and the sacred About one half of the returns wererejecie a
generous enthusiasm natural to your age —
Province was still in a very unsettled state, vestments were injured much, for the pur informal. By the returns allowed, Eoen®z
S. Phelps had 1161-Asa Clark 938-Georgo
The Washington Globe admits that the although the government was using most pose of despoiling them of the gold lace
with the patriotic fire, inherited from the he
Sylvester 545. The Commissioners have or
roes of the Revolution, glowing in your plans of. Gen. Jackson for the introduction active measures to repress the insurgents with which they were ornamented.
dered a new election to take place on o°
hearts, 4 COME TO THE RESCUE!’ of a specie currency have added 50 per ct. and restore tranquility.
Prisoners were
next.
It is rumored, says the Boston Times, day, the 7th day of November
Teach the office-holders that they are the to the Bank Paper of the Country. What coming in, almost daily, from various sec
Portland Advert
from
Washington,
that
Gen.
Gaines
has
servants, not the masters of the People.”
an admirable commentary on the boasted tions of the interior.
A number of troops
The West.—A Buffalo correspondent01
wisdom of these measures. — Sun.
had arrived from Pernambuco on the 13th. been recalled, and that Col. Arbuckle has
Flour and other provisions were abund been appointed to succeed him in the com the New York Express, under dated
The Philadelphia Commercial Herald
mand ; also, that all the officers not with
t( What's in a Name ?"—The clerks in ant. Exports scarce and high.
29, writes :—
. .
has placed the names of Harrison and Gran
their regiments are to be sent forthwith to
the
English
post
offices
are
ingenious
at
de

“ Night before last we had a he®*? a A
N.
Y.
Com.
Adv.
ger at the head of its columns. It will
Florida.
snow, which laid the greater part of t e
prove a valuable auxiliary to the good tecting letters written with invisible ink on
on the fences and logs, &c. Last mg
the
covers
of
newspapers,
and
such
like
Municipal
Court.
—
Ezekiel
D.
Dyer
cause.
Extensive Robbery.—The Boston Trans ground froze hard. This morning y® ..
methods of avoiding the payment of post was on Saturday sentenced to three years in
The Corn crops m i
age : but there is a class of expedients which the State Prison, for having in his posses cript says, that three packages of money had more snow.
The Toledo Blade, published in the ter
part of the Western country are destroyuiputs their ingenuity at fault—that of making sion nineteen counterfeit bills, with the in consisting of $6,200 Cohannet Bank, $5,- found oats in some places unfit to cutritory now in dispute between Ohio and
the letter a part of the name of the person tent to pass them—and to two years in the 500 Taunton Bank, and $6,400 Bristol
Michigan, has hauled down the Van Buren
County, were stolen from the Washington
addressed. A person wanted to let a friend county jail for receiving stolen plate.
r tb®
Deposites.—From the statement a
and sent up the Harrison flag.
Coffee House, at 2 o’clock Friday after
in Dublin know that a shawl and letter sent
Boston Daily Advertiser.
Secretary of the Treasury, recently P . f
noon.
Mr. Hoit the Taunton stageman ed, it appears that the amount deLfigio,.
by him had been received, and for this pur
Job Haskell, who has publicly de pose directed a newspaper to William
One John Burr has been committed to had just taken the package from the Bank, public money on the 1st inst, was 8 • .■
clared himself in favor of Harrison, has Shaiol-safe Got-letter Humby, Esq. which, prison at Marietta, Ohio, for stealing the to convey to Taunton, and left it for a mo 131, of which $41,283,655 was subject W
been nominated for the Assembly, by as it might or it might not be a name, could cushions of the 2d Presbyterian church, at ment in the Bar-room, qnd on his return it Treasury draft, and $5,326,476 to lb [
was missing.
I qf disbursing officers,
that place, and carrying off the pulpit.
not be charged.—N. Y, Post.
the Loco Focos in New York city.
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New Jersey.—The late election in this
The late Elections.—The returns
State for Members of the State Legislature
which we publish to-day, from Pennsylva
SHIP NEWS.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1836?~ resulted as follows:
nia, Ohio, Georgia and New Jersey, confirm
be s°ld at public auction,
I
KE
NNEBUNK,
OCT, aa. 1836.
Whigs.
Van Buren. the declarations which the whig presses have
WHIG NOMINATION^
-®on Saturday the 29th day of
C. A.
C. A.
October next, at two o’clock P.
Election, November 7, 1836.
n
in
ARRIVED.
made for the last few months, that the whigr
Bergen,
0
0
1
3
M. the LAND, HOUSE, BARN
'
rtCt‘ 10~SJo°P Augusta, Johnson, Portland ;
Essex,
1
5
cause was daily gaining strength, while the!
0
0
and out buddmgs, together with the Store,
14—sebs. Osprey, Perkins, Boston ;
FOR PRESIDENT.
Sussex,
0
0
Moro, Mitchell, do. ;
balfof pew No. 60 in the meeting house of
1
4
prospects of Van Buren were becoming more
Morris,
0
0
Pjoughboy, Wormwood, do. ;
WILLIAM H. HARRISON.
4
the first parish and the right of dower, being
1
and
more
desperate.
The
whigs
have
no
Warren,
15 sch. Mary, Pope, Boston ;
0
0
1
the homestead real estate of Michael Wise,
3
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
‘splendid victories’ to record, it is true—but
Sloop Pacific, Webber, do. :
Somerset,
1
2
late ot Kennebunk, deceased.
0
0
FRANCIS «RANGER.
17— sch. Nile, Ward, do. ;
Middlesex,
1
they have strong evidence that the People are
1
0
WILLIAM W. WISE. > „
3
19— sloop Harriet, Daniels, NewburyportHunterton,
0
0
ALEX. McCULLOCH, J Trustees.
becoming tired of the present state of our
I
5
Sch.
Alpha,
Rankin,
Boston.
ELECTORS OF PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT.
Burlington,
0
0
Kennebunk, Sept. 10,1836.
1
5
political affairs—that they like not the idea of
SAILED.
Monmouth,
0
ELLIS B. USHER, York.
0
1
4
Oct. 8—Sch Alpha, Rankin, Boston :
the
President
’
s
appointing
his
successor
—
that
Gloucester,
1
4
I CUTTER, Cumberland.
PLOUGHS.
0
0
Sloop Pacific, Webber, do. ;
Salem,
they are at a loss to discover what are the
1
qpHE HITCHCOCK PLOUGH, improvGEORGE FRENCH, Oxford.
3
0
0
11—sloop Augusta, Johnson, Portland ;
Cumberland,
1
3
peculiar claims or qualifications of Martin
15 brig Perseverance, Burnham, Cuba :
0
rp; . _ED and patented by Prouty & Mears.
0
PARLEY, Lincoln.
Cape May,
1
JOSEPH H. UNDERWOOD, Kennebec.
Sch. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
1
0
0
rn,,S k? a -,nevv artic,e of superior quality.
Van Buren for the highest office 1n their gift,
18— schs Ploughboy, Wormwood, do. ;
JOHN MOORE, Somerset.
>e subscriber having engaged in preparing
and that they are determined to stay the tide
Total,
Moro, Mitchell, do. ;
the above article for use, now offers them for
7 19
JOSEPH H. EASTABROOK, Waldo.
7 31
20— sch. Mary, Pope, New York.
sale. Those wishing to purchase will find it
HENRY CALL, Penobscot.
The Council is equally divided—last year of bargaining and corruption, of extravagance
O1 IS LITTLE, Hancock.
there were 5 whigs and 9 Jacksonmen in this and mismanagement, which has been contin
Loss of the Herschell.—The owners of the for their interest to call and examine them.
LORENZO SABINE, Washington.
ELISHA CHADBOURNE.
bianch of the Legislature. The Van Buren ually increasing since Gen. Jackson’s first in brig Herschel], of this port, have received in
Kennebunk, Oct. 1, 1836.
formation that a ship recently arrived at Que
auguration.
The
result
of
the
New
Jersey
Pennsylvania Election.—The recent majority in the Assembly this year is 12—
bec, having on board the officers and crew of
Election proves this.
The returns from this vessel. The H., White master, sailed
Wood Laisd roF~Saie^
"
Election in Pennsylvania, for Members of last year, the Jackson majority was 22.
HE subscriber offers for sale
Georgia also prove this, and so do those from from New York, 13th oil. for Sydney, and
Congress and of the State Legislature, has
probably
foundered
at
sea.
about 50 acres of WOOD
Georgia.—The election of State officers Pennsylvania and Ohio.—The Van Buren
LAND, situated in Kennebunk,
not lesulted so favorably for the whigs as and of Members of Congress took place in
MEMORANDA.
men affect to be well pleased with the result,
about three miles from the village,
Sac^Oct. 11—schs. New Hope,
was anticipated. The division which existed Georgia, on the first Monday in the present
so far as ascertained, in Pennsylvania—but ftthWe
YorJ/ Pierce’ Giikey’ Boston; on the road Leading to Alfred, and bounded
in the Jackson ranks last year, enabled the month. Returns of the Congressional elec
they have little cause for rejoicing. Not 1.5th, sch. George Henry, Norwood, Bristol; — by lands of Tobias Walker, Joseph Water
whigs to elect their candidates for members tion have been received from 52 counties.
withstanding the whigs have lost two mem I4th, schs. Ariel, Scamman ; Messenger, Leav house and Joshua E. Treadwell. For fur
itt; Congress, Perkins ; Maine, Smith”; Agricola, ther particulars apply to
of the State Legislature, in several districts The highest candidate on the White ticket
bers of Congress and several members of the Gordon ; Adno, Murch-all from Boston ;SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD.
where, it the friends of the administration has 20,705 votes—the highest on the Van
State Legislature, still the returns as far as 15 th, schs. Henry, Morrill, New York; Ku.et,
Kennebunk, Oct. 1, 1836.
had been united, they could not have suc Buren ticket 18,434-Anti-Van Buren ma
Hill,
Boston
;
—
16th,
schs.
Mary
&
Betsey,
Kel

received exhibit a gain of several thousands ley Dennis; P°]|y Ewer,-------- , do.; Andre
ceeded. This schism in the Van Buren par jority 2,271. Thirty-eight counties remain to
. List of Letters
in favor'of the whig cause. The Van Bu na, Jordan, Boston ; Phaeton, Emery, do.
17th Remaining
in the Post-Office al Kennebunkty has now been healed, and they have been be heard from. It is highly probable that the
*
’
ren papers show a different result, by com sch. Mary, Staples, do.
port,
October 1, 1836.
successful this year in most of the districts White ticket has succeeded.
Cid. at Portland, 13th, brig Rival, (recently of
paring the vote of the united Van Buren men
A. C, D. H. J.
this port, sold,) Churchill, Eastport
J
where they were defeated last year in conse
L’ALLFN, Mrs. Hannah Averill,—
this year, with the vote which one of their
Ohio Election.—Glorious news.—The
ney,\o\VBinslt0”’19lh’brigG8'>rs0’ Wise’ S-”d- w Noah Curtis, Jeremiah Cousins, John
quence of a want of union. It seems, also,
candidates
received
last
year,
when
the
par

C eaves, Prueworthy D. Chamberlain,—
that there were many local considerations Election for State officers and Members of
’ 13th’briS Overmann, Gould, Clement Huff; Thomas Hervey, Theodore
ty was divided. The unfairness and fallacy Ponceai7eW
which operated injuriously to the whig inter Congress, in Ohio, took place on the 3d inst.
of such a calculation must be obvious to ev Boston d frOni PiCt°U’ 9th’ brig Caro,ine> P«“, Hutchins,—Joseph Jones, Mr. Jackson.
ests. The United States (Philadelphia) Ga We publish below the reported majorities in ery one.
K. M. P. S. T. W.
zette, in reference to the returns of the elec 25 counties, which are much more favorable
John Kingsbury,—Stephen Maddox, Jona
’6^'’ ,4lh “1U
It has been believed by his opponents that T^X^gav^
■
than
A.
Meader,
—Charles Pennel, 3, John
to the whig cause than was anticipated. At
tion, says :—
Van Buren could not be elected by the Peo Petki„as:^X“m’ 391,1 Aug' C--Morris, Peabody, Miss Miranda Perkins, John L.
They are not gratifying, though they are the last gubernatorial election, in 1834, Lu
ple. 'Ihe recent elections are calculated to
Perkms.-Miss Polina Smith,-Miss Mary
by no means disheartening. The election of cas, the Van Buren candidate, was chosen by
Wormwood, Joseph
Tuesday, it is known to all, was affected by a majority of 3324 votes. The returns al strengthen rather than weaken this impres York g°nce’30lh u,t- briS Ponce, Davis, New- A?-1 y’~^eorSe
Wildes, James Wakefield, Miss Lydia Wil
many local considerations, and the Anti-Van ready received show a net whig gain ofSIX sion. The “ signs of the times” are surely
liams, 2, Miss Mary A. Webber.
Buren men were not united on some of the
such as should encourage and invigorate the
OLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
f FALL & WINTER GOODS.
points which constitute the cause of action at THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND whigs.
rjlHE subscriber has just received his Fall
the polls. These misunderstandings, happi TWELVE VOTES.
J& Winter supply of NEW GOODS,
ly will not exist next November, when the
vv.
Early Snow.—The “premonitory symp which are offered for sale on very favorable
question will be Harrison or Van Buren, for Clark,
600
toms” of winter have been experienced much terms for cash or country produce, consist
860
President—Reform or Revolution for the Champaigne,
300
600
Convention. There can be no doubt, we Huron.
650
earlier
than usual the present season, and it ing in part of
Sandusky,
Bla»k’ Brown’ °hve, Green, Claret
100
30' is not a little remarkable that they have been
think, now, that the friends of order will con Seneca,
100
and Mixed Broadcloths ;
95
sider the faith and character ot the State of Crawford,
50
150
more severe at the south and west than in
Fancy colored Cassimeres ; Satinetts do.
consequence enough to bring them to the Marion,
250
560
this section of the country. We learn from and Vestings ;
350
polls—and in contending foi principles, they Delaware,
500
Ribb and Clouded Buckskins ;
300
650
will not neglect men. The anti-Van Buren Tuscarawas,
the New York papers that it snowed violent
Union,
200
170
Coarinash.amS 5 PiiOt C|OU,S 5 Kerseys and
voters are happily united on Harrison and Green,
ly in Albany, Troy, and indeed in every part
855
1016
Granger.
W ayne,
850
1260
of the northern and western sections of that
English and German Goat’s hair Camlets ;
Pickaway,
100
250
It is ascertained that the following gentle Ross,
3-4 and 6-4 English Merino ; 6-4 Figured
Slate, on Thursday, 6th inst. and on Wednes
200
50
men are elected Members of Congress
In Coshocton,
450
270 day of last week. There was sleighing in do.—splendid article.
Perry.
400
100
German and French do. ;
the first district, (Philadelphia County) Col. Fairfield,
960
300 Montpelier, Vt. on the 13th. In Waslnngton,
Green, Brown, and Black Alpine ; CashPaynter, the regular Van Buren candidate, is Licking,
400
400
on the 12th, it snowed for more than an mere Cloths—for Ladies’Riding Dresses.
|
Muskingum,
830
500
elected over Sutherland, the present incum Franklin,
760
3-4 4-4 and 5 4 White and Colored Flan-1
hour. In Lexington, Va. and its vicinity, on
935
bent, by a majority of 495 votes. Sutherland Guernsey,
210
300
the 4th, it snowed through the day, melting, nels ; Printed do. ;
Belmont,
300
175
Black and colored Grode Swiss Silk:
is an administration man, but for some cause Columbiana,
61
950
however, as fast as it fell.
Synchaws; Sarsnet do. ;
200
has been deserted by his old friends. The Carroll,
198
The
following
article
will
enable
the
rea

Good
assortment Irish Linen—from 2 to'
Stark,
300
177
whigs had no candidate in nomination and
6 shillings.
der
to
form
some
idea
of
the
violence
of
25 counties,
7933
voted for Sutherland.—S. was elected in 1834
2860
8*18
1836 these October Snow Storms at the West:—
Silk Velvets ; Cotton do.;
Net VVhig gain, 6712.
Black and colored Silk Cravats ;
by a majority of 1436 over the whig candi
A correspondent of the Lowell Courier,
Highland Shawls, 7-4 and 8-4 : Merino
Ten whig and nine Jackson Members of
date. The whig gain in this district, there
travelling on the Pennsylvania Rail Road do. 6-4, 7-4 and 8-4 ;
fore, is 949 votes.
Congress were chosen at the election in 1834. and Canal, gives the following description of
Very large assortment English, American
In the second district, (Philadelphia city) In the 11th district, which is now represent his passage over the mountain.
and French Prints
also—1 case English
We rose Wednesday morning and found Prints by the lb.
Messrs. John Sergeant and George W. To ed by Mr. Kennon, (administration) James
we were beset with a violent snow storm.
Ladies Kid Gloves ; Silk do. ;
land (whigs) are elected by an average ma Alexander (a whig) is elected.
Our captain thought he could reacli the sum
Gentlemen’s Kid and Buckskin do. ;
jority of 2247. Whig gain since 18-34, 363.
mit
of
the
mountain,
a
distance
of
about
12
Worsted Hosiery—plain and ribbed.
Vermont.—The Legislature of Vermont
In the third district, (the Northern Liber
miles. * Accordingly we started about 5
Rose Blankets, 10-4, 11-4 and 12-4 ;
assembled
at
Montpelier,
on
Thursday,
13th
o
’
clock,*
A.
M.
and
found
the
storm
increased
ties, &c.) Harper (V. B.) is elected by a ma
Brown Sheetings and Shirtings ; Bleach
Uist of* Ueiters
inst.—The two Houses met in Convention on as we slowly continued our course.
When ed do. ; Tickings ; Yarns ; Wadding ; Bat
jority of 83 votes. In 1834 the administra
Remaining in the Post Office at JVorth Ber
the afternoon of the same day, when the can within about a mile and a half of the public ting, &c. ;
tion majority was 1157. VVhig gain 1074.
wick, Me. Sept. 30, 1836.
house on the summit, we found the snow so
English Worsted Yarn—assorted colors ;
_a_nd C±rt:d Gamb>™ ; Munn's ; C ALLY W. BROWN,EJamesGBllt|er, Ber.
In the fourth district, Messrs. Edmund vassing Committee made a report in relation deep that it was impossible lor the cars to
Darlington, David Potts, jr. and ------ Davies to the votes for Governor, &c.—from which proceed any farther. The storm still in Bishop Lawns ; Silk Lace ;
Good assort- Cogs wM,’Beiwf Jowph
it appeared, that for Governor, Jenison (whig) creasing and raging with unabated fury, we
Flag and Bandanna Hdkfs.
(whigs) are elected. The majority is not as
were obliged to foot it the remainder of the merit of Fancy Hdkfs. :
received
20,471
votes
;
Bradley
(V.
B.)
16,certained.
124 ; Scattering 35—for Lt. Governor, Camp way. The ladies, dear creatures, determined
In the fifth district, Jaaob Fry, jun. (V. B.)
not to be outdone by the gentlemen, started Braids ; Cords'; Pins ; Needles, &c. &c?
(whig) had 20,023; Pettibone (V. B.) 15,926 ; with us, and waded through the snow brave
Mimny Drew, Berwick,—Lois Emery, Beris re-elected.
—ALSO—
. .
wick,—Moses Furbish, Berwick, John FurScattering 61—for Treasurer, Clark (whig) ly. We reached the summit about half past
A
large
assortment
G
roceries
,
..
‘
‘
In the sixth district, Matthias Morris (whig)
F.-t,_M. W. H-Griffio, Berhad 20,188; Cleaves (V. B.) 15,946 ; Scatter 11, having been on the road, going the dis ofTeas ; Sugars ; Coffee ; Molasses; Pork bi?bis re-elected.
wick, George W. Garey.
tance
of
12
miles,
about
six
hours.
We
were
Box
and
Cask
Raisins
;
Spices
;
Starch
ing 12. After the result had been declared,
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O. P.
In the seventh district, D. D. Wagener (V.
all embargoed there during the day, and to
the joint committee dissolved. In the Senate. wards night were met by a Western train. Sperm Oil ; Tobacco ; fine Salt ; Cheese
Abjal Hamilton, Berwick, John Hammond,
B.) is re-elected.
7 by 9 Glass ; Nails ; Iron, &c. &c.
Ohver Hurd —Solomon Littlefield, Oliver
Mr. Camp, the Lt. Governor, was qualified When we were all collected together, we
—also—
In the eighth district, Edward B. Hubley
Littlefield,—Meader & Hodsdon, John Mea
numbered nearly 150. Almost every State in
and
took
hia
seat
as
President
of
that
body.
Crockery & Glass Ware.
(V. B.) is re-elected.
der, Mary E. Morrell, Kenna G. Morrell, AAll the beds,
In the House, Mr. Coolidge (whig) was elect the Union was represented.
WILLIAM
LORD.
dah Murray,-Nathan Pike, Berwick, Jacob
In the 9th district, Henry A. Muhlenberg
cots and sofas were put in requisition, and
Kennebunk, Oct.20, 1836.
ed Speaker, receiving 127 votes out of 211, still many were obliged to take nothing bet
1 ike, Berwick, Isaiah Page.
(V. B.) is re-elected.
Q. R. S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
ter than t-he floor for a bed. The oldest and
BUSHELS CORN, for sale
In the 11th district, Henry Logan (V. B.) is the whole number thrown.
Hannah Ramsdell, Berwick, Sarah Raid
hardy mountaineers all concur in saying this
re-elected.
Berwick,—Samuel Snow,—Robert Tash Ber
r7. ,
,
“
PORTER HALL.
Sanford.—John T. Paine, Esq. was e- is the most remarkable snow storm within
wick, Loring True, Berwick,—E. Varney
In Alleghany, the district now represented lected Representative to the State Legisla their recollection—the snow fell to the depth
Kennebunk, Oct. 22,1836.
Berwick, Lindsky Wallace, Berwick, Linzea
by Mr. Denny (whig,) Mr. Biddle (whig), is ture, from the town of Sanford, on Monday of20 inches.
Wallace, Berwick, Andrew Wentworth, Ber
elected.
last.
wick, William Weymouth,—Lydia Young.
lbs. RAISINS,
Bank of the United States.—Bicknell’s Phil
Beaver, now represented by Banks (W.)
41 Letters.
adelphia Reporter, says, “ We understand
^s* HONEY, for sale at
has chosen Henry (W.)
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
Limington Silk.—We were presented, a from good authority, that the Directors of the
low prices, bv
Messrs. Reily, McClure, Sheffer, Potter, few days since, with a skein of White Sewing Bank of the United States have it in contem
PORTER HALL.
NEW GOODS.
Kennebunk, Oct. 22, 1836.
Hammond and Mann (V. B.) and Messrs. Silk,—a very good article,—manufactured by plation to propose to our State Legislature, at
Y"UST received and now opening by the
their
next
session,
to
abandon
their
charter,
McKennon and Ogle (whigs) are also elected Arthur McArthur, Esq. of Limington, in
X!nrki^bsCril)er’ a §eneral assortment of
providing the bonus which has been paid to’
Sal Soda,
GOODS, adapted to the present and ap
—districts not designated.—Messrs. Wm. this County. Mr. McArthur, we learn, has
OR
sale
by
the
subscriber
—
a
substitute
the State be returned to the Bank.”
proaching season, among which are, Pilot
Clark and George Chambers (Whigs,) in the raised a sufficient quantity this season to
for Soap.
WM. LORD.
Cloths, Lion Skins, Petersham, Broadcloths,
Kennebunk, Oct. 21, 1836.
10th and 12th districts, have been superseded amount to fifteen dollars.
Cassimeres, Sattinets, Merinoes, Flannels
The City Council of Boston have deter
by Van Buren men.
Fur Caps, &c. &c.
J. G. PERKINS.
mined to send seventy-four Representatives
WANTED,
Joshua Carpenter has been appointed,
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 6, 1836.
OfJ^The New York Courier and Enqui by the Governor and Council, Sheriff of the to the General Court.
'*31 OR
YARDS of all
WOOL CLOTH,
rer publishes a comparative statement of the County of Penobscot, vice Daniel Wilkins,
caps
The Georgia Journal of the 29th tilt, an of suitable width and quality for'dressing.
result of the Congressional election in Phil whose term of office has expired.
rpHE subscriber has for sale, Fur Seal
nounces the death of Gen. John Coffee, one
J. G. PERKINS.
-S_
and other Fur Caps ;
adelphia city and in the counties of Philadel
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 6,1836.
of the Representatives in Congress from the
Hair Seal Men’s and Boy’s do. ;
The trial of Lombard, for manslaughter, State of Georgia, at his residence in Telfair
phia, Delaware, Montgomery, Chester, Berks,
Boas, long and short ; Fur Capes and
CORN
Dauphin, Union, Northampton, Adams and was to commence yesterday—Judge Shepley county, Geo. on the 25th ult.
Fur Gloves ; Buffaloe Robes ;
P°R sale by
Lehigh, with that of the last Congressional on the Bench.
Fur Collars and Cloth Caps—all
WM. LORD.
F
ire
.
—
The
Tavern
House
and
Stable
of
election in 1834. In 1834, the Jackson ma
of which will be sold low for Cash.
Oct. 20.
The “ Bangorean” has been united with Mr. John Rea, jr., in Topsfield, Mass, were
tz
u ! oWZLHAM AFFORD.
jority was 4692—at the late election the Van
the “ Mechanic and Farm erf and Mr. Say- destroyed by fire on Monday morning last.
Kennebunk, Oct. 7,1836.
FALL GOODS.
Buren majority was only 222—Whig gain
ward, the editor of the latter, will be assisted The contents of the House were principally
UST received a general assortment of
4472. Should the Van Buren majorities in
PAINTS, OIL, &c.
NEW GOODS, which will be sold on
the remaining counties be diminished in the in his labors by Mr. Gilman, who conducted saved—those of the stable, including 2 horses
reasonable terms for cash or approved credit. HE subscriber continues to keep on
the Bangorean.
and 2 chaises, were consumed.
¡same proportion, the prospect of the success
hand (at the store owned by Maior
ISAAC FURBISH.
T. Frost,) all kinds of PAINTS & OIL.
Kennebunk, Sept. 24, 1836.
of the whig Electoral ticket in November is
Accident.—Mr. Diamond Pearl of Great
&c. usually called for in Painting.
HYMENEAL.
most cheering.
Falls, N. H. ascended a tree on the 8th inst.
notice
—ALSO—
A later number of the Courier & Enquir for the purpose of securing a squirrel which
Japan, Whiting and Putty, which will
MARRIED—In Parsonsfield, Mr. David H.
HE Accounts and Notes of the late be sold as low as can be purchased else
er publishes a similar comparative statement he had shot and which lodged in the tree— Coombs of Chichester, N. H., to Miss Nancy
Doe of P.
J
where. PAINTING done at the shortest
firm of
of the votes in 32 counties, from which it ap when about 40 feet from the ground he fell
nonce, and directions given for mixing to any
BASTON
&
FURBISH
pears that the whig gain is 5155 I At the Gu and expired shortly after. He was to have
who may wish to paint themselves.
OBITUARY
are left with NICHOLAS GILMAN, Esq.,
bernatorial election last year, Wolfe and Muh been married the next morning.
Also, a lot of empty Linseed Oil CASKS
for
settlement
and
collection
free
of
cost
un

DIED—In Kittery, 14th inst. Joseph Curri
lenberg (V. B.) had about 9000 votes over
t
JAMES HUBBARD.
til
the
Ist
day
of
January
next.
Those
who
er, son of Mr. John Pennell, aged 2 years and 9
Kennebunk, Oct. 7, 1836.
Ritner (whig.) Thousands, it is said, who
(t/®Samuel A. Eliot, Esq. has been nom months.
neglect to pay by that time, may expect to be
supported the Van Buren tickets for Con inated by the whigs for the office of Mayor
In Montreal, 1st inst. of inflammation of the called upon by a process of Law.
Bye Flour,
WILLIAM BASTON,
gress and the State Legislature will vote for of the city of Boston. Mr. Armstrong, the brain, from the effects of a blow of a stone thrown
i incautiously by a boy in the street, Letitia MaMONASSEH FURBISH.
WM. LORD.
JJarrison in November?
present incumbent, declines a re-election.
1 ria, third daughter of Mr. Thos. Lett, 12 years.
Wells, Oct. 8,1836.
Oct. 22.

T

ir

PORTLAND, MARCH 7, 1836.

Rev. Mr. Cox—Dear Sir: I have just fin
ished the perusal of your appeal to the muninittnl <1»li <»»•»♦ i«».' o<’
rl A-nriti n Art in

CHARLES HOLMAN,

gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and
Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous affJ
Nos.
9
£flO,
Penhallow-street,
For the immediate relief and Radical Cure of
tions. It is also for sale by most of the
Portsmouth,
(N.
H.)
Hernia or Rupture.
agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
e
HAS prepared and constantly on hand
HIS article is the invention of Heber
The
following
named
persons
are
agent»
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora
for the above named medicines. In J
following
Medicines :—
ry member of the Philadelphia Medical So

NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
ciety«
, • j
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled prey River ; Uri Lamper, Hampton • (Jo
These instruments have been submitted to
for the following complaints, viz:—Dyspep ham & Berry, Rochester Plains; jamp‘
the test of experiment, in that city and other
Ossipee ’; Wm.
Billious Fogg,
or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Dimous
‘
E “IGault, Concord 5• Wm
Wm.
places, for about 2 years, under the observa sia
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth;
tion of some of the first surgeons of that Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans- ^ohn J1’
Dover;
place; whose unqualified recommendation ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in I r. \
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in
they have obtained, as being the best article th? side, stomach and breast, colds and png, Haverhill , Elder Guy Beckly, Keene
auu
- ----- ---- j
ever offered to the public : having been found, luu D1UC,’ - - •
1 Inshort
Massachusetts,
by H. Haselton, HavPr
coughs of long standing, hoarseness,

in a large proportion of the cases, not only to
hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington
ness
of
breath,
nervous
cornplaints,
&c.
which
afford immediate relief to that distressing and
tk'D
Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 33, Cornhill
dangerous disease, but, by a few months’ use is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues Wm. Brown, Washington st. and Geo m'
P(/b£'1shE1
surpass any thing heretofore known in re
to effect a radical cure : and thus render the
Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr‘
longer wearfag of the instrument unnecessary. moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Benjamin Plummer, Bangor; Artemas Car.
0/ficenn the M
The Committee ofthe Philadelphia Med been known to cure this afflicting disease, af ter and Runnells & Donham, Portland*
TERMS Of
ter
having
baffled
every
exertion
for
four
ical Society, who were appointed to investi
years. It has a most powerful influence in Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; William
’I’wo dollars
gate the merits of the various instruments in
Spring,
Calais;
Capt.
James
Albee,
St.
Sie
removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant
Interest
use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in
------;so,Sam
jr. & Co. Belfast"
remain
unpa
to take and in its operation so much
that’l Jackson,
vens ;
-----favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report,
paper disco"
be administered to the infant with Samuel Adams, Cape Neddiek ; Samuel
¡¡slier, aiitif J
contained in the February No. of the Ameri it may
Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm’. GooJb
fhe publish
can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem safety.
Directions for receiving this or any other Wells; D. REMICH, Kennebunk; Oliver
any error in a
bers of the medical profession are here re
¡barged fords
of the following named medicines accom Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Cur
ferred.
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates rish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred; John
These instruments can only be used, with
—
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs
the greatest prospect of success, under the
North Berwick ; Enoch Goodale, Samp
ceived
from
the
Rev.
Mr.
George
Storrs,
a
more v
care of a person well acquainted with the An
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman
atomy of the diseased parts.
Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse
Gospel,
of
the
Methodist
Episcopal
Church
:
They are also highly recommended by
A vile st«
Taylor, Norridgewalk : Hanscomb & Quim.
Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan & also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton.
lofnbiJSj and
the
Customs
of
the
Port
of
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio
ff/^All directions signed in the hand
Van Jack pa
Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant, —Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes ting of the proprietor.
ofthe el«cl‘v
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
surgeons of the U. S. Navy.
Sept. 19,1836.
the rounds o
The subscriber, who is Agent for Dr. and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
place
;
which
gentlemen
it
is
well
known
Gen. Harri
Chase for this place and vicinity, was recent
unfortunate
ly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the here are as credible, respectable and compe
hors of the C
above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
nity.
Also
from
the
Hon.
Judge
Burgin,
of
the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
have also g
cine, that the confidence of the profession in Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
below a brie,
HE character of this celebrated Ointthe utility and success ofthe instrument had Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
was “ An 1
ment stands unrivalled for being asafe
been increasing since the report of that com Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome die ponisbm
spectable persons.
mittee.
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
named.” F
These instruments will be applied and fit
This Ointment stands at the head of all pimples on the skin. It is also a valuableay.
that ELI B.
ted to each case by the subscriber.
remedies for the following diseases which tide for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
BURLEIGH SMART.
for Governor
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
Kennebunk, July, 1836.
voted in the
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, which are so eminently useful for removing
and on its fir
and contracted tendons of long stand all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
Paints and Oil. bruises
ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff JI fresh supply is just received, andfor salebit
Harrison vo
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
AVING taken the stand formerly occu
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
sive section s
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
lar action.
309.) Wei
county, on the first Monday in November
offers articles in the above line cheap for cash.
Wholesale by W. C. M1TCHELL, Portland,
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses.
it attentively
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
and Henshaw
Co. Delane & Whitney, Hasii^g,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Lew and Reed, J.p,
Breasts
in
females
if
applied
in
its
early
stage,
The unmr
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all erders
prayer of said petition should not be granted. teemed article for all kinds of humors and
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and be addressed to L. Th wing, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
this attack i
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Chronic Rheumatism ;
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
A true copy—Attest,
more manifes
English Extract of the same article ;
NOTICE.
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Marshall’s do.
do. ;
Eli Baldwin,
cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub A LL those indebted to the estate of DAN«'
October 8.
Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine ;
date for Gove
lic with the full assurance that it far excels /I IEL WALKER, by Note or Aemnt,
Cinchonine and Sulphate Quinine ;
Ata Court of Probate held at Limerick, within
en Senators t
the opodeldocs and liniments of the present are requested to make payment previous to
Morphine, and Sulphate do. ;
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
day, for the above diseases.— A trial is only the 1st of December next.
on that occas
Cough
Lozenges
and
Jujube
Paste
—
fash

day of October, in the year of our Lord eight
wanted to give it the decided preference to
MARY WALKER, Administratrix.
be found in
een hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon. ionable articles for coughs and sore throats ; every thing else. Many physicians of em
Kennebunk, Sept. 23, 1836.
sion that con
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Swaim’s Vermifuge ;
inence have used this ointment and extol its
OHN BEAN, named executor in a cer
Tooth Ache Drops ;
ges 304,305
tain instrument purporting to be the
Balsam of Honey—for soreness and weak merits.
In Senate.
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
ANTED by the subscriber, one thous
last will and testament of Noah Rundlett, late
ness of the stomach and lungs ;
then moved
and bushels of Oats.
ofShapleigh, in said còunty, yeoman, de
Lignum Vitae Wood ; China Root; Sassa riage maker, of Portsmouth, ©f the cure of his
lion of said bi
WILLIAM LORD.
ceased, having presented the same for pro fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies
Kennebunk, Sept. 22, 1836.
bate :
Sec. 19. 1
stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of the and envelopes each vial.
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
ORDERED—That the said executor give skin and liver ;
when any p
preparation
accompany
each
box.
This
oint

NOTICE.
notice to all persons interested, by caus
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
lher upon ex
LL persons, indebted to the subscriber,
ing a copy of this order to be published
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary root- ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It
non payment
contains
no
mercurial
or
other
deleterious
in

are
requested
to
pay
without
farther
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk used for internal humors ;
gredients, so common in many ofthe popular
notice.
B. SMART. shall betawl
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
Pulverized Bayberry root bark ;
to sell out stu
September 24, 1836.
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Saxon Liquid Blueing—for blueing linen ointments in use.
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in
person with»
Alfred, in said county, on the first Monday clothes or dyeing;
STEEL PENS.
whole amount
of November next, at ten of thè clock in the
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a celebrated all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied
externally.
Directions
accompany
and
envel

DOZEN STEEL PENS-fot
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, article for Urinary diseases ;
service; of w'
ope
each
vial.
W sale very low by
why the said instrument should not be pro
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions ;
given at least
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There
D. REMICH.
ved, approved, and allowed as the last will
Oatmeal flour.
being effecter
never was an article introduced into the
Kennebunk, Oct. 1,1836.
and testament of the said deceased.
purchaser a c
“
healing
art
”
surpassing
this,
for
burns,
biles,
Preparations
&
Chemic

Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
over the prise
NOTICE,
als, &c.
A true copy,—Attest,
English Confection of Senna—a pleasant inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
the relation b
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
October 8.
Laxative ;
under the firm of
prisoner shall
ordinary way as you would any other poul
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
until the tin
BASTON
&
FURBISH
JR a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
tice,
with
milk
or
water,
cold
or
hot
as
the
Anderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptift Pill» ;
injuries done
in and, for the County of York, on the first
case may require. There is another kind is this day, by mutual consent, dissolved. All
Female and Stomachic Pills ;
Monday of October, in the year of our Lord
in the same m
The latter of which is a very efficient and which is called superfine for internal use. All persons indebted to said firm, either by neie
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon. pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol or account, are requested to call on Wnml
vided by law
Baston, who is authorized to settle all Firm
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
But nothing h
Stomachic derangements which are fashion man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
accounts,
and
pay
the
same
without
farther
OHN DUNNELL, named executor in a ably termed liver complaints ;
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti
strued to prev
notice.
WILLIAM
BASTON,
certain instrument purporting to be the
The Stomachic pills generally increase the cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
from imprisoi
MONASSEH FURBISH.
last will and testament of John Dunnell, late
appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump
visions ofthe
Wells, August 30, 1836.
of Berwick, in said county, yeoman, deceas strengthen the stomach and regulate the tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,
act to which
ed, having presented the same for probate :
throat,
&c.
Nothing
surpasses
it
for
external
bowels.
CAUTION.
ORDERED—That the said executor give
shall be const
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
Head ache and Pile Pills;
FSlHE public are hereby cautionedagiin«!
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
discharge: f
Antalgic Plaster, for pain in the side and biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This JL
purchasing a NOTE signed by m<,
copy of this order to be published three back, weakness at the stomach and lungs ;
medicine is recommended by the first medi
nouncing sent
and
Stephen
Maddox,
a
minor,
both
of
Kenweeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Anodyne Liniment: one of the best exter- cal gentlemen in our country for the above
sons conviciet
nebunk-port, payable lo Benjamin Kwniizette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may nal applications for Rheumatic and other complaints. Directions to each package.
which this i
appear at a Probate Court to be held at North pains and stiffness ;
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—Tins cough ton, of Kennebunk-port, or order, dated
such person
Kennebunk-port, June 22,1836, as said Wj
Berwick, in said county, on the first Mon
Syrup
is
a
most
valuable
medicine
for
loos

Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
prison until ll
da}7 of December next, at ten of the clock
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who was obtained without any consideration, wi
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
or persons otli
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val will not be paid by me.
German Loco Focos ;
JOSEPH LIBBEY.
have, why the said instrument should not
uable for children, in cases of whooping
to the provisi
London Lucifers, warranted ;
be proved, approved, and allowed as the last
August 25, 1836.
cough, chin cough, &c.
Journal, p. 30
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid;
will and testament of the said deceased.
Prot Acetate of Mercury; Black Oxido do.;
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
Those who1
STRAY MARE.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do.;
two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re
Messrs. Bea
A true copy—Attest,
-ft ZW1E into the enclowreof
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for cleansing quire. Children from one to two teaspoonsHeaton, Jenn
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the subscriber, in August
brass with one quarter of the labor.
full.
October 8.
last, a red mare, with bH
Laughlin, M’J
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa;
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
mane and tail, lame in thong»'
sell, Scofield,
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ;
NEW YORK TRANSCRIPT. Nursing Bottles and Tubes; Nipple shells culated to correct the bile and create an ap shoulder. Said mare has been estray in '»’8
Swearingen,
petite, by restoring the digestive powerr ; and
FOR THE COUNTRY.
since April last. The o wner is request*
and shields of various kinds ; Breast Glasses ;
-21.
O many applications have been made to Bed pans and Urinals ; Issue Peas ; Hat may be freely used both as a restorative and ed to prove property, pay charges and
Those whi
STEPHEN TARBOX.
us for the. publication of a semi-weekly ease for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beaters to prevent disease. Directions with the vial. her «way.
Messrs. IL
paper, and the answer we give, that we do
Holman's
Drops
for
Fits.
—
A
great
number
Kennebunk-port,
Sept.
1,
1836.
skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial
not publish one is so unsatisfactory to the ap wounds.
of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
to harri
plicant, the opportunity we possess of pleas
lock, Ruggles,
JVOTICE.
...
Lip Salve—warranted to cure common sore rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
ing our friends in this respect is so extensive, lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual of falling sickness, have been radically cured
HE subscriber having contracted
and our desire to gratify them so great, that for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneous by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
the town of Kennebunk, to suppo^
The foliowi
we have determined to issue forthwith a pa sores.
the poor of said town for one year, h®re I still in force,
accompany each vial.
per twice a week entitled “ The New York i Indian Oil and Antique do.—for the hair ;
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly gives notice, that he has made suitabl« Pr
acteef, That
Transcript for the Country.” It will be of
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses vision for them at the Alms-House, and her
Indian Dye—for coloring the hair ;
lined in jail fr
the same size as our daily sheet, but will be
by
forbids
all
persons
harboring
or
t«
every
possible
advantage
over
that
in
its
Otto of Rose Soap—a very fine article for
filled exclusively with reading matter, digest
tests that mai
crude
state.
any
of
the
Paupers
of
said
town
oni
m«
the Toilet ;
ed and arranged under appropriate heads, to
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough count or on account of the town, as “e
^visions of
Camphor Soap—for improving th« skin ;
the almost entire absence of advertisements,
powder is a most valuable remedy for com psy no bill for their suwort^^
^ners may, j
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces ;
and other local circumstances only of inter
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
Chemical Ink—for metallic pens.
satisfaction th,
est to the city reader. A price current, and
long standing. It has been long tested and is
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
_
?Wh fine
a bank note table corrected to the last hour,
recommended
to
the
public
as
one
of
the
Groceries.
j^of such (
Caution.
n
will form an important feature in this publi
most valuable medicines now in use.
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
HE subscriber having purchased of v*
son from
cation, joined to the various other valuable
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil of Nutmegs ;
lando Badger, the Patentee, IM
and interesting contents, which have gained
lasses on going to bed.
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do. ;
elusive right of using, constructing and
for the Transcript its present popularity.
It
!"al1 Miarg
Extract of Mace—for richness and delicacy
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This
will be afforded to our country readers at $2 of flavor superior’to any spice in use ;
°roofded) T
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara ing the Patent Improved Feather Reno> »
per annum, payable in advance, in all instan
Extract of Orange and Lemon ;
tions now in use for this distressing complaint. for cleaning and dressing feathers,
8t
^y time th
ces, and no attention shall be spared to ren
Essence of Rose and Rose water; Ginger ; It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and County of York, hereby cautions all p
issued an exe
against
using
or
vending
said
machine
der it one of the most interesting, varied, and
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root;
produces a healthy state of the bile.
goods or cha
valuable miscellanies of the day. The pub
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior article
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom said County, as every infringement
from imj
lication of the New York Transcript for the for pies ;
panied with’ great debility, was recently cured patent which comes to his notice
Country, will be commenced on the first
such fine and
Cured Cocoa ; Shells ; Chocolate ;
in this place, in the course of three days, by prosecuted to the
Monday of September next, and will be con
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use the powder. Directions with the box.
193-4.
South Berwick, April 7,1836.
tinued on every Monday and Thursday fol of invalids.
BURLEIGH SMART.
Also
a
very
general
assortment
of
medicin

On the san
lowing.
Kennebunk, July 9, 1836.
eply.
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
GRAVE STONES.
totoatnenc
Agents are wanted to obtain subscriptions
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo FinHE subscriber would inform th®1 . (
L8.th action,
for the semi-weekly, who will be liberally
EN, Pocket and Jack-knives,—a great va dating prices on commission or other ar JL ants of Kennebunk and vicim p n9.
The 18th sec
treated with.
riety ;
rangement,
as
at
any
other
large
establish

he will furnish the above articles at
*#*Country editors who publish the above Sewill’s and Munroe’s Drawing Penaila ;
That ever\
ment in the Union.
bunk and Wells, on as reasonable term»
three times, will be entitled to a place on our Transparent Slates for Drawing ;
D
r. Holman is general Agent for that val
?A
V a fin
can be purchased else^h^RADBURY.
exchange list for the Daily Transcript.
Dot, Pea and common Wafer» ;
uable medicine,
factor in
August, 1836.
N. B. All orders left with
S
Farina’s Cologne water—genuine.
FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE,
;totary,ai
French
do.
do. ;
lard, Kennebunk,
or Moses
or
Nature
’
s
Grand
Genial
Auxiliary
;
a
specif

Ever-Pointed Pencil cases, a great variety.
«LACK SAND, for sale by
ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old Wells, will be promptly attended to.
Jö
D. REMICH
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1836»
and irmly rooted Coughs. Flatulency) Indi«
August 18, 1836,
June 9.

direct way of procuring other and different
laws.
Suppose, for example, that three
fourths of the towns in this State should by
[From the Mercantile Journal.]
vote, and through their municipal authori
NATURE’S MELODY.
ties, refuse for three years in succession to
In heaven are angel lyres,
grant licenses, and then should present
And rapturous songs increasing rise,
themselves in a body to the Legislature, in
Pure praise the strain inspires
a petition for prohibitory laws. Would not
That countless voices swell beyond the skies.
their having tried the experiment give to
Earth has her music too,
their petition an almost irresistable authori
Her ceaseless songs, her choral lays ;
ty ? It seems to me, then, that instead of
Here thousand tongues renew
The theme divine that fills all heaven with railing at the license system at large, we
praise.
have each of us a duty to perform in our
city or town, and that is to exert our influ
It falls upon the ear,
ence to prevent licenses being granted here.
Where whispering zephyrs bend the flower ;
I thank you therefore for setting before the
It gushes rich and clear,
Where falling streams their sparkling treasures community the arguments you have advan
shower.
ced, and especially that you have addressed
vourself to those who are in stations which
It murmurs soft again,
give them a power upon this subject, in this
Where roams mid sweets the humming bee ;
It breaks from wood and glen
place, which no others possess.
In one glad song of grateful melody.
Permit me to assure you of my warm
sympathy and my prompt and active co-op
The flocks upon the hill,
eration in every proper measure for the pro
In the wide hymn of praise unite ;
And earth in awe is still,
motion of the temperance cause.
When rolling thunders burst in gathering might.
Very truly yours,
JASON WHITMAN.
The distant forests tell
How grand the symphony they pour ;
Hark ! deep and full the swell,
PROBATE NOTICES,
Where mingling waters break upon the shore.
JU a Court of Probate holden at Limerick,
Then think not heaven alone
within andfor the County of York, on the
Is filled with harps of sweetest string ;
frst Monday in October, in the year of our
All nature has a tone,
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the
The ceaseless praises of her God losing.
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Court :
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
¿OtN the petition of Jacob Wendell, a creditor to the estate of James Neal, late of
[From the Maine Wesleyan Journal.]
Portsmouth, in the State of New Hampshire,
Rev. Mr. Whitman, an Unitarian clergy merchant, deceased, praying that administra
man of this city, from whom we have re tion ofthe estate of said deceased, within the
ceived the following cheering communica County of York m the State of Maine, may
tion, is too well known as a fast friend to the be granted to said petitioner :
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
cause of temperance, and as a gentleman of
talents, to need any commendations from tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
us. We thank him most sincerely for this to all persons interested in said estate, by
causing a copy of this order to be pub
seasonable help.
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
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community may undergo a similar change.
We believe that a large majority of the peo
ple of this State are on the right side of the
temperance question. All we ask, is that
the majority may act upon this subject as
they do upon every other subject.
If the
majority of the people of this State should
be convinced that the existence of lotteries
and the sale of lottery tickets is injurious to
the community, laws would be passed pro
hibiting the sale of lottery tickets
These
laws would operate injuriously perhaps up
on the interest of those now engaged in sel
ling lottery tickets. At least it would cause
them to change their occupation. And this
would be justified, upon the principle that
private interest must give way to public
good. Suppose that the number of rum sel
lers and of those who uphold rum selling
was no greater than the number of those in
terested in the sale of lottery tickets—would
not a law prohibiting rum selling be at once
passed, and would it not be thought right
and proper that it should be passed ?
But
do the numbers of the minority alter the
principle of the thing ? They may render
action upon the subject impracticable to hny
good purpose; but do they render the dis
cussion of the subject, the statement and de
fence of the truth, improper ? Most surely
not. I agree with you still further, that the
time has come for the discussion of this sub
ject. The light which has been shed upon
most other points in regard to this just and
glorious cause, now shines as clear as the
noon-day sun. If there are eyes in this re
gion not blessed with this light, it is because
they are closed against it. May we not fear
that those who do close their eyes, do it be
cause their deeds are evil ? But upon the
question of the license, there are yet doubts
in the minds of many honest friends of tem
perance. Now, therefore, is the time to dis
cuss and throw light upon, and urge upon
the attention of men, this question.
But still further, I am rejoiced that you
have met the question where you have. If
I understand the license laws, they put it
into the power of the ( municipal authori
ties’of every town, when sustained by the
public feeling of that town, to apply an of
ficial check to the evil, if not to entirely
suppress it within their respective spheres
of official authority and influence.
This
was done, I suppose, in order to throw the
responsibility where our legislators supposed
it belonged, and in order also to mark more
accurately the progress of reform, that they
might ascertain the proper time for the pas
sage of prohibitory laws. And I know not
but faithfulness to our cause, in accordance
with the laws as they now exist, is the most
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